
00:11:55 Nicole Coleman (She/Her): you're gonna do great! 

00:17:51 Karen Jones: If you'd like to add your national organization, please email 

karen.jones@riinternational.com 

00:19:25 Karen Jones: https://talk.crisisnow.com/learningcommunity/ 

00:23:46 Stormie Beckerle: Terros Mobile Crisis here! Completely agree! 

00:23:48 Sabrina: Fantastic article ladies! Stephanie, your articles are amazing!! 

00:25:24 Amy Devins: If anyone would like to know more about this specific program, please 

let me know! 

00:27:44 Carin Hennessey: I love that term "elevate the community"! 

00:27:45 Annette Marcus: Question:  Has this new framing of law enforcement in Tucson 

resulted in fewer instances of racial profiling, incidents of violence? 

00:29:01 Elizabeth Sinclair Hancq: I did a ride-along with Tucson PD MHST in Dec 2019 and 

witnessed this first-hand -- it was truly impressive! 

00:29:44 Stephanie Hepburn: That’s awesome, Margie, about the transparency. 

00:30:14 Laura Evans, Vibrant Emotional Health: Transparency is so important, thanks Margie 

and Stephanie! 

00:30:15 Margie Balfour: https://policeanalysis.tucsonaz.gov/ 

00:32:51 Stormie Beckerle: Here in Mohave County we work closely with MCSO and PD. We 

have had so many positive outcomes working together. 

00:34:45 daniellebolduc: Just a shout out to reach out to and keep state departments of public 

health in mind too. Here in MA suicide prevention activities and the helpline contracts are housed under 

DPH not our mental health authority. 

00:35:04 Debbie Atkins, Georgia DBHDD: WE have a GA contingency on the call and we briefly 

heard you had a presentation from GA. As the State Authority and lead for 988 we have not provided a 

presentation.  Can you please clarify who provided this? 

00:37:36 Cherene (she/her) PRN: In addition to a focused commitment of diverting from forced 

confinement in jails due to mental health challenges, is there also a focused commitment of diverting 

from forced confinement in hospitals and crisis stabilization units due to concerns of traumatization and 

decreased trust in mental health services? Is a valued part of the array voluntary, trauma informed, 

healing and recovery mental health models? Thank you 

00:37:47 Richard McKeon: The presentation was from GCAL/BHL (Sue O'Brien). The 

structure was to have presentations from provders. 

00:41:03 Randie Caetano Cadigan: how can people be invited to the regional calls? 
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00:45:23 Annette Marcus: Curious how many of these passed with any kind of funding or 

tax in place? 

00:46:25 Angela Kimball: VA, WA, NV and CO passed with a tax 

00:46:41 Annette Marcus: Thanks Angela. 

00:47:07 Kim Myers (she/her): Annette, Utahs set up a 988 restricted account with general 

funds allocated.  No fee. 

00:47:37 V de la Vega: Can someone drop the link in the chat? 

00:49:29 Erica Chestnut-Ramirez, EMPACT-SPC: www.crisisnow.com and then go to Tools is 

where you can find the crisis calculator 

00:49:49 V de la Vega: Thank you! 

00:49:53 Angela Kimball: To clarify, states that passed 988 bills did so with user fees, not a tax. 

Typed too fast! 

00:50:10 Amy Cohen, PhD (APA): https://crisisnow.com/tools/ 

00:51:42 Laura Van Tosh: User fees ought to be a vehicle for nationwide education. It's exciting to 

think of those marketing ideas. What a way to educate ALL. Use your phone - help your neighbor. 

00:51:54 Suzanne Rabideau: Dawn - can you also talk about NV 156 re crisis stabilization 

00:52:44 Jessica Rogers: Dawn what does it mean that the funds are sequestered? 

00:55:44 Dawn Yohey: I just saw your message Suzanne!  Yes, we can touch base on 156. This 

revises AB66 regarding Crisis Stabilization Centers. 156 revises certain requirements for an endorsement 

as a crisis stabilization center. 

00:56:17 SARAH PORTER: This is a fantastic overview! 

00:57:06 Nikobi Petronelli She/They - Youth Era: This lines up with state-wide peer think tanks 

I’ve held and community conversations. 

00:57:58 Kevin Huckshorn: So pleased that you are bringing up these extremely important 

issues Jess. 

00:58:16 Nikobi Petronelli She/They - Youth Era: Defining the peer role, not having streamlined 

coaching/structure, mental health insurance/benefits, and pay***** 

00:58:20 SARAH PORTER: Peer Salary is a big issue, they need to have parity in salaries! 

00:59:15 Megan McDaniel (She/Her): There is a huge need for more Spanish-speaking peers!! 

01:02:26 Laura Van Tosh: Can the speaker ID themselves? 

01:02:26 Stephanie Hepburn: Great presentation, Jess! 

01:02:47 Isha Weerasinghe: This was an incredibly helpful presentation. Thank you! 
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01:02:48 Christie Penn: What was the first organization Jess mentioned to train staff? Second 

one was Alternatives to Suicide 

01:02:51 Nikobi Petronelli She/They - Youth Era: Thank you, thank you! 

01:02:58 Laura Van Tosh: Thank you Jess - What is your affiliation name? 

01:03:05 SARAH PORTER: This is fantastic, thank you, Jess!! 

01:03:18 John Draper: Really excellent presentation—summarizes the needs and challenges of 

this vital service. Thank you Jess! 

01:03:32 Nili Ezekiel: Thanks Jess, that was such a great presentation 

01:03:36 Cherene (she/her) PRN: Christie, it was Intentional Peer Support 

01:03:40 Ken Norton he, him, his: well done!  very helpful, thank you Jess! 

01:03:47 Annette Marcus: Thanks for this. The way family peers work in Oregon is more 

aligned with your definition of peer support -- would love to discuss more. I think this "clinicalizing" of 

peers is essential! 

01:03:52 Christie Penn: Thank you, Cherene!! 

01:04:00 Stephanie Hepburn: Jess Stohlmann-Rainey is the director of program development 

at Rocky Mountain Crisis Partners in Colorado 

01:04:03 Sandri Kramer: Jess-that was brilliant; so glad there is a wider audience here to hear 

about your great work. 

01:04:16 Annette Marcus: I mean--that "clinicalizing" is problematic! 

01:04:20 Chris Maxwell: Thanks, Jess - always love hearing your excellent thoughts and 

perspectives! 

01:04:24 Jess SR She/Her: Intentional Peer Support, Alternatives to Suicide, I also support 

Hearing Voices Network's training 

01:04:27 Laura Van Tosh: Thank you Stephanie. 

01:05:00 Jess SR She/Her: Both Alternatives to Suicide and Intentional Peer Support have 

specific crisis training 

01:05:34 Jess SR She/Her: You can reach me at jess@rmcrisispartners.org 

01:05:43 Laura Van Tosh: Thank you, Jess! 

01:06:28 Cherene (she/her) PRN: Jess, your presentation related to authentic peer support 

without the co-portion of lived experience in the many ways we see it playing out around the the 

country, is critical to operationalize in an effective crisis prevention, diversion and response 

01:07:15 Cherene (she/her) PRN: *co-optation 

01:07:27 John Draper: Great point, DeQuincey! 
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01:07:53 Dr. Jim Kooler -DHCS: The public may confuse peers with volunteers and it may be 

good to distinguish roles, responsibilities, and training provided. 

01:08:06 Ruchi Sukhija: Well said, Dr. DeQuincey! 

01:08:12 Charlie Smith SAMHSA: Jess, you are a rock-star.  Charlie 

01:08:32 Ruchi Sukhija: Great point from Lisa St. George! 

01:08:36 Laura Van Tosh: Connection to STAR in Denver? Your CAHOOTS model. 

01:09:23 Stephanie Hepburn: You’ve done an awesome job, Laura!!! 

01:09:24 Ruchi Sukhija: Jess, your courage and finding a way forward is commendable. 

01:09:51 Jess SR She/Her: STAR is a LE first model - calls go in through 911 and get 

diverted. We work in the mental health first and peer support first space 

01:10:20 Anita Everett: Agree! wonderful Job Laura!! 

01:10:22 John Draper: Great job moderating, Laura! 

01:10:22 Laura Van Tosh: Thanks for the answer. Geez. Accommodate for slower thinkers. 

Appreciate it. 

01:10:50 Cherene (she/her) PRN: Jess, is your presentation available and/or is this being recorded 

01:11:16 Cherene (she/her) PRN: Ty 

01:11:39 V de la Vega: Thank you all! I have to dip out a couple minutes early 

01:11:39 John Wallschlaeger: First time on the Jam - pretty awesome discussions. Thank you 

all 

01:11:39 Karen Jones: masosfilm.com 

01:12:28 Dawn Yohey: Laura- you are amazing! 

01:12:39 Keri Neblett, Iowa Department of Public Health: Great job Laura! 

01:12:40 Ruchi Sukhija: Thanks for being a great host, Laura!! David will be so proud of you :) 

01:12:42 Leigh Ann Fitzpatrick: Awesome job, Laura! 

01:12:43 Liseanne Wick: Thanks Laura!! 

01:12:48 Stephen Canova: So glad I was able to attend. Thank you!!! 

01:12:57 Erica Chestnut-Ramirez, EMPACT-SPC: Thanks Laura! Great to see you! 

01:12:57 Carin Hennessey: Thank you! 

01:13:09 Taylor BryanTurner, SAMHSA: Thank you so much! 

01:13:15 Deborah Zwetchkenbaum: Thank you! 
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